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ABSTRACT
Post-formal-operatioWal ought is characterized by

,both relativism and dialecticism Tie. To exa age differences across
adulthood'in relativistic and dialectical thought,' and to determine
whether formal operations are necessary but not sufficient for these
forms of thought, 20 young (mean age, 19,.6), 20 middle aged (mean
age, 46.2), and 20 older (mean qgeN68'.5) adults were administered
three cognitive 'tasks.. The Ammons .Qiiick Test was administered to
determine the presence of comparable verbal intelligence,
'Subsequently, subjects were administered four formal operations
tasks: separtion of.jVariables;'three measures of coordination of two
frames of reference;°and two, life-like dilemmas, about'which they
were asked to react. Reactigns to the dilemmas were'placed into,-fOur
categories of thought "(formistic-mechanistic, relativistic, awareness
'of contradictions, and integration of contradictions into a ,

ialectical whole),)An analysis of the,results showed thAt older
adults scored significantly higher on the Quick Test than young
adults, with middle. aged adults falling between the two groups. On
formal operations tassks,,performance was intact acrbss adulthood. On
the life-dike dilemmas,"older adults showed significantly less
rejection and more acceptance of relativistic and dialectical
thought. Guttman scale analysis showed that-formal operations were
necessary but nipt sufficient for dialectical thought. The findings
provide potential support for the hypothesis that dialectical thought
is poster- formal operational.. (BL)
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Deirelopme t 1 InvestigatiOn of RelatfviStic and, Dialectical Thought .

Deir.dre A. Kramer
.y

.Max Planck itute for. HumanDevOlopment and Education

Berlin, Federal Republic .of Germany

%.

Seireral, models of post-formal operational thought incorporating

relativism and 'diaaecticism have been/proposed. The present.study,was

undertaken to explore age differences/ in relativistic and, dialectical

thought, and to determin6whether formal operations are necessary but

not sufficient for thesej,Orms of thought.' .If so, the findings wTildf,

lend support to a cognitive.-structural model,of adult intelligence.

Sixty young, middle-aged, Ad older adults were tested. To assess

relativistic and dialecticalthought, they were presented with two
.

life-like.dilemmas about which they were asked to react. Formal

Operational tasks were also administere There were no age differerTes

on One of the-dilemmas. On the other, older adults.showed significantly'

less rejection and more acceptance of relativistic and dialectical

thought on several measurellq, Possible. effebts.of.maturation,' cohort

and amount of verbiage are each considered in explaining the'fIndings,

'.8.4 future research directions proposed; Guttman scale analyses

showed' that formal operationb were necessary but not sufficient for

dialectical, but not relativistic,,thought, potentiallSi suppo7ting

the hypothesis that dialectical, but not relativistiAhought is

post- formal operational.

Q
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Several Models of post-fprmal operational thought have been,proposecL

in recent years'.. .Kramer (1983) noted three common features among these
%

models 1) an awareness of.relativity, ,2) an acceptance of contradiction,
4

.
and 8).A integration of contradiction into theldialdctical whole. There-

: .

'fore, post-formal operations. wyuld:le Chattacterized3by relativism and dia-'

olecticism. lf post-formal Operational ithought s-relatividtiand/or dia.-

lecticarin nature, it should be..possible to demobstrate that form,i1 oper-.
AI _ S----

+1

,-. -
ations 'are .a necessary but, not sufficient condition for relativistic and for

'dialectical thought. Furthermore, if relativistic and dialectical thought.
-.

,. .
.

can each be considered hallmarks of adult'intelligence, one would' expect,
, .- .. -

these forms of thought to in rease in incidence across adulthood. The "present.

study was undertaken with these two goals .in"mind: 1) to explOre age dif-

feabCes across adulthood In relativistic and dialectiCai thoughtAansi 2) to

detel-mine whether or not':formal 'operations is,a necessary but not Sufficidnt

condition forrelativistic and/or dialectical thought.

Sixty young, midale-agede and.older adults (tWentyin,each age group)

were tested. The young adults ranged in age fulom 17 to 25 (e 19.65), the

lmidd.le-agd from 40 to 55 (Tc, = 46.15), and the olderiadultS-from 60.tO-75

-
yeA.s lx = 68.50). Half ofthe subjects were male and half were female

Young, subjects were solicited from an introductoryvpsytholOgY course, and

most older adultswere solicited oM continuing edlicapion'classes at a re-

e

tired professionals association from the same educatipna.k institution. An
s. : 3

attempt was made to also solicit middle -aged adults from continuing educatiOil
. - \ - - .

- ---1. ..,

and college classes 'as well, but this was pa: icularli difficult in the case of

,males; theiefore,Iseveral were solicited from w rkPlapeP:.,



The Ammons Quick Test was administered to each of the subjects to,deter-

mine whether the,age groups were comparable in verb41 intelligence. *Pour....

fOrmal operational tasks were then administeredi ineluding.one measure'of,

the eparation of variables (a revised version of KUhn and BrannoCk's;
\

lop

plant task) and three .measures of the coordination of two frames of reference-
,

(Inhelder and Piaget's, 1958, snail -task and two tasks devised by the experi7

menter: one having to 4do with grade. inflatiOn and.the other with changing.

114

political/climates). The coordination of frames of reference:was chosen Speci7

sary .pre-rdquisite for

e OfIrelapivity

fi\cally, because it has beeh hypothe,ized to be a neces

post - Formal thought

(Inheller &Piaget,

I

(Arlin, 1980), and a simple measnr

1958) . SubjeCts were also presented with ttsto 14e-like
° 1

dileMmkseach in the form of a one-page story, in order to assess relativistic

and dialectical thOught.' Oneldllemma cen ed on a career decision in which'

a woman considered whether or not to,en er the workforde.for th e first time

The second dilemma centered do a hostage situation set 'in the future,. in
.

-.'whioh both the hostage takers and their opponents had worthwiie objectives.-,
, *

The story as read aloud to the subjects while they read along, and thefr'"ex-
.

perimenter :then asked for their reactions to the dilemma, using probes de-
..

signed to tap relativistic and dialegatical thought,' Their, responses were

Vtape-recOrded and later transcribed by the author.

Subjett's responses tathe dilmmaes were placed iqto four categories.

of thought by two independent raters, who weregblinCtwith respect to both

the hypotheses under investigation and the age and sex of the subject.- 'The

four categories of\thought coied were as follows: 1)formistic-mechanistic

thought, which represented a rejection of r ativistic and dialectical as-
. 1



sumptionsarldi'embodie

relativity; where. the

a fixed, stable

world is seen as

view of'the world, 2) awareness of A

constantly changing, indeterminancy

is strdsSed, and truth is based on pragmatics, 3) acceptance of contradiction,
r:

.

, . 4. ,

where contrasting systems caluld,be, seen as coexisting side by side, each having..,

.

validity, and could also be.seen asi0 inherent feature of reality, and 4) in-

tegration
1

of contradiction into dialectical syntheses,, where the whole is seen

.as defining'the elements that comprise it,.and where any change in the system

would necessitate a ,change,in other parts of the system (e.g., through\a re-
.

definition of roles). Several subcategories within each of thes9 four

egorieS were.devised for the purpose of operationalization.

sented in Tablie 1. They were not scored separately.

Insert Table 1 about here

'As follows are one exanple

in4 each of the four categories

Formistic/Mechanistic Thought

S6. H Olo"you think it might cause problemS if she went out, went ahead
and:toC job?) Marriage-wise, right? (Marriage-wise or other.) Um,
I would say since he's the traditional type, too, you know, he would ex
pect her to have the housewOrk done along with the job.c-I would imagine;
aftd,uh, if'she could just handle that along with working, I don't think
there'd be any real problem, as long as like -- unless he worked, let's.
say,.. seven to three and she worked three. to eleven, and they never saw
each other. (Hmhm.) Then I'm sure it wpuldn't work out at all. (Young
male,: from. Career Dilemmg).

cat-.

These.are pre-

of responses from actual transcripts reflect2

of thought:"



In the' above example, 'dye emphasis on the chafecter's husband being the "tradi-

tional

. . .
, .,

.
- ,

type" would preclude him from adjusting to a role change. Only if she

could conform to old. roles and old expectations would her working be acceptable.'

The emphasis is on a fixed, fOrmAl,. stable trait which influences behavior and

does not change to, fit the changing demands of society and-Marriage.

Awareness oh the Relativistic Nature-of-Khowledge

.
. . ,...-Q

' S15. ,(Do you think they can change?) Men? (Yeah.) .Absolutely. They
can change7. If .they realize --.the whore secret of Lt is to understand,'
thesituation'of the .ior1d we live-ine (Hmhm.). There is no such thing
as just because thy.parents or:grandparents were raised in that way, for
generations, thatI have to continue. They:lived in a4 different world
than I'do, anal have to adjuSt myself: That's very -- being able to
adjust -- without remorse, without fear; and without blame. '4Yeahi so

.

the tim u're Lilvin,in, is gonna°bring about changeS in your attitudes
and beh r?) solutely: jilmhm. And are th4se Changes normal ?) Yes:
Uh, Obvi sly; it, has been said that the: only permanent thing in life is,,
change -- and.thatia, so trug.becaUse there is no such thing as an ever-

-lasting thing. 101der.male, fromjCareer Dilemma). . ,

. , t- . ii,
'In the above. response change is seen g's given. 'Society, as refledted in valus

if I.

ile

and lifestyles, is in constant'flux. Individuals adapt their perceptions and
21

behaviors to this changing world.
..;

ment.

Acceptance of Contradictions

RelativitYis At the heart of this state-
. -

--a

,Sl5. Again, we have to disting uish between uh, exemplary kind of world
we'live in or a realistic, one. .(Hmhm, hmhm.) If it were an exemplary
kind of world -- (You mean an idealistic one?) an idealistic world,
theri 'we would say, "No, under no circumstances will we expose our people
to damage or death'..." In a realistic world, way-it is, the leaders
of the people,. whoever lives on the planet, would say, "Okay, we'll give
you 100 or 1000 people that you wanted for, for this.kind of Rurpose. In

order to say to themselves, to begin with that they will not be part of it
and volunteer it, volunteer to round' up some people for the purpose to
give it to uh, the uh,.-whoever wants them as a hostage to te/t them on
.a, the uh, the particular Subject. (Older male, from Rostage Dilemma).
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In the excerpt above,'S15 draws a distindtion between two worlds -- two ways

-of viewing the problem .--the way things should be (i.e., the ideal world)

..and the way they are (i.e., the real world).' These worlds. would make CHI-, ,
- ,

a.
ferent prescriptions fOr action, and as'such contradict each other.

tergration.of Contradiction into the. Di lectical Whole

843. .(film, yeah, so it's kind of like he 9rganilation or the
society, 'or the thinking, can do without.a few units, but the
unit,,but the 'units can't do without the thihking or the society
or. the Organization?) Yes, sure, 'because the units, if a few

».
. units eie, say'--- consider them just as units - -'the organize-

tiOh can move ahead, but if the thinking dies, then everybody's
.

gonna go backwards, (Older male, from Hostage -Dilethma).

In the above excerpt, S43 states that the organitAion was more crucial

to the advancement oft,civilization than the individual elements - that the

organization transcended the elements. Without the particular elemen , the

organization could survive; but.vathout the organization the elements would
.

deteriorate; The gmphgsis is omthe dialectical whole, one which surpasses

and gives meaning tb)eachof its individual elements.

Each transcript was assigned a frequency score for each category of

thought, as well as a rating score indicating tht extent to which the re-

spones were clearcut instances of the, category. Inter-rater agreement was

significantly above chance, and the final scores used for the data analyses

.,

were based on joint resolution by the tWo coders of their coding.discrep-

ancies. Coders_agreed,olvwflich statements were important to coda 87% of the,

time for the career(dilemma and 90% of the time for the hostage.Olemma.

. d

Regarding the actual categorizations made, coders were within one level of

each pther 86% of the time on the career dilemma-and 85% of the:time on the

hostage dilemMa.. Chi-square analyses revealed these to be well beyoncrthe
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levelof chappe,"which was 70%; The ratings assigned by'the coders were

4

within one level of eac other between 90 and 100 percent of the time; which

was also well beyond the 70% chance,level. Only?, of 480 such comparisons

were three levels apart (well below that. expected by chance).

N-
Older adults scored significantly higher on the Quick.Tedt than 'young

adults, with middle-aged adults falling in betWeen and not differing signi-
1

ficantly from either of the other two groups. Middle-aged males were signi-'

1........,

,ficantly-higher than all other groups 'n educational level; there were no

'y.

other differences. Thereforei.,t determine if age differences existed in.

relativistic and dialectical thought, analysis of covariances (with Quick

Test IQ and eduLonal partialled out) were performed on the formal

operational measures each of the frequency and rating measures. Newmag7Keuls

post-hoc analyses were conducted on any significant effects.

On the formal operations tasks, there.were no age diffe ences op either

the plant or the snail tasks. There were significant age differehces in the

.number of errors of a non-absolute nature on the grade, inflation and-political

climates tasks (in men only), F(2. 52) = 3.12, p < .05 and F(2.51) = 4.56,

p < .02, respectively. Post-hoc analyses indicated poorer performance 'by

older subjects in relation to both young and middle-aged subjects on the former

\

and by older males relative to piddle-agSdinales on the latter task. However.,

tAe fact that there were no differences in the-total number -of correct,. responses
Abp.

and tpe number of absolute non- relativistic) responses suggests that

the concept of goordinating prames of reference was intact acro age. 'Older
.

s%/subjects merely committed more errors en route to saution. Ovi.er 11, formal
/

operational performance was intact across. adulthood.



On the career dilemma (see Table 2), solder adults showed fewer formistic-
or

7

Insert Table 24bout here

mechanistic responses, F(2.52) = 3.83, p < .03, as well as lower ratings,

$

F(2.52) = 4.03, P.< ..02, than either young or middle-aged adults. Older adults

also had higher ratings on awareness of relativity than young or middle-aged

adults, F.(2.52) = 3.75, p < .03, indicating that their relativity responses

were also more clearcut. Their dialectical synthesis responses were arse

more frequent; F(252) = 6.61, p < .003, and more clearcut, F(2.52) = 6.86,

p"< .002. There were no clearcut age differences on the awareness of bela-

A

tivity frequency measure or on til3e acceptance of contradictionmeasures. Also,'

no age differences emerged between.young and middle-aged adults, no; in re-

sponses to the.hoit. stage dilemma (see Table 2).

! .

-Three'hypotheses are considered for exPLlanation'of the qbtaiped pattern

of age differences: mgturation, cohort, and amount, of verbiage. The matura-

tion hypothesis, of'course, is the most attractive from a developmental stand-

IDOint and from the standpoint of a fifth stage of cognitive development. 'How

esis.

ever, the lack of'age differences between young and middle-aged adults, the

lack-of age differences on the acceptance of contradiction measures, and the

lack of age differebces on the hostage dilemma failed to support this hypoth-
,

a\.

The c'reer dilemma may have been more sensitive to age differences than

the hostage d'lemma; however, one must also look to-alternative hypotheses.

.N.

10
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One such hypothesis pertains to cohort. Cohort differences may have in-
t

fluenced the findings, in that the career' dilemma may ave.had-differential

relevance for the different age groups studied. FutUre research should be

aimed at assessintlask content by age-group interactions to determine if

relativistic and dialectical thought is age-determined, 'context-specific,
1

or both. Another possible explanatia for the finding pertainS to verbiage

Older adUlts produced longer responses to the career dilemma, and this .may

have accounted in part for the age difference. However,,, patterns of corre

lations-between verbiage-and scores for each category of thought did snot match

the pattern of obtained age differences. At any rate, verbiage needS to by

controlled in future investigations, as it cannot be ruled out as a confound.

Finally, Guttman scale analyses were conducted to explore the hierar-

chical relationship between formal operational thought and both relativistic

and dialectical thought, respectively. Using criteria of scalability and re-
!

producibility, formal 'operational thought was found to be necessary but not

sufficient for the acceptance of contiadiction and dialectiCal synthesis cat-

egories., but not for the awareness of relativity category. In fact, the op-.

posite was found with awareness of relativity: relativity was found to be a

necessary but not sufficient condition for formal operational thought. These

findings suggest that if a stage of post-formal operations exists, it may be

dialectical in nature, but not relativistic. This fits in with theoretical

considerations as well, in that it has not yet beers shown. that formal

ations' cannot'account for relativity (Kramer, 1983). However, it'has yet to

be determined that formal operations cannot account for'dialectical thought

11
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.11

r

as well (Kramer,,1983). While the present study lent empirical support to

the hypothesis that AfaleCticai thought.is post-formal, more'theoetical work

needs to be .don44,

12
-
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Table 1

Coding System for Relativistic and Dialectical Thought

Category and Subcategoriesa

1. Formism-Mechanism

a. ,types

b. stability-fixedness
c. linear causality
'd. individual as passive reactor
e. absolute principles
f. one-side solutions

2. Awareness of the Relativistic Nature of Knowledge

a. pragmatism
b: Change as basic to reality
c. contextualism

1. the broader context
2. tools of knowledge
3. the selected aspect

.d. uniqueness-in eterminancy

Accept ce o COntradictIOn

a. statement of conflict
b. contrasting systems
c. the implication of an event's opposite

4. Integration of Contradiction into the Dialectical Whole

a. integration iktp the organic whole
b. movement through forms .

c. reciprocity

a
The subdivisions of the four tategori,es were used for the pur-
pose of making the coding process clearer. The coders did not
score each subcategory separately.

4.
a



Table '2 7

. The Mean Frequencies and Ratings of Each Age
on the Career

Group for E.jCh Category
Dilemma

of Thought

Age Group Formism-Mechanism . Awareness of
Relativism

Acceptance of
Contradiction

' Dialectical Syntheses

Career Dilemma
Frequencies

Young .90 . 300 1))0 .90

Middle-Aged 1.00 2.70 1.20 .90

Older .25 3.45 1.85 2.05

Ratings:
11

Young 1.60 2.45 1.85 1.75
Middle-Aged 1.55 ,2.55 .1.80. 1.75
Older 1.20 2.90 2.20 2.45

Hostage Dilemma
Frequencies:

Young 1.10 , 2.55 1.20 1.05

Middle-Aged .85 2.70 1.05 .g
Older

a

.1

.75 3.45 1.65 1.30

Ratings:
I\
J li

Young 1.70 2.40 1.90 1.85

Middle-Aged 1.50 2.30 1.70 4 1.65

Older 1.55 2.40 2.25 2.00












